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No matter how simple it may be, solving mathematical equations can be a challenge for quite a

number of persons Through his book titled Secret of Mental Math Arithmetic: 70 Secrets to Super

Speed Calculation Amazing Math Tricks, Jason Scotts seeks to provide the solution to those

mathematical problems. The main challenge has come from the fact that most persons have

become used to grabbing a calculator to solve a mathematical problem. As such, the mind has

become a bit lazy and it takes a bit of prodding to get it working without having to use a calculator.

The text takes everything back to basics and reminds the listener of simple techniques that they

were taught in school. This text is a must have in any home as it can help an individual to learn how

to conquer those math equations without having the need to reach for a calculator.
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One of the most horrible, time wasting books ever! I went half way through just because I couldnt

believe what I was reading was serious! So the "author" enlightens the readers that one of the ten

mental math techniques is to use the internet, another would be to ask your friends, another would

be to count with your fingers, another would be to estimate!! This is a joke! I read halfway through,

thinking there must be a catch somewhere, this cant be real!! I dont know how old Jason is but if he

is anything beyond 16, he has to be on medication!

This was an interesting book. I actually chose it to read because I have never really *gotten* math.



So, I certainly do not use a lot of mental math, as I prefer a calculator and thank the stars there is

one on every phone now! Anyhow, this book was pretty interesting. It gives you a lot of tips on how

to think or rethink math in your brain. I am never going to be a mathematician, but now I have a few

more things in my toolbox to help with thinking through problems. I try to give reviews and not give

spoilers. This is my take on the book without revealing what the book itself actually says. I think that

each reader should go read it and find out for themselves. I am saying that the book does live up to

its title and does give you a lot of secrets to help you mentally conquer math. A few I will never be

able to actually do, but it is nice to know anyhow!@ {----

I'll admit that these are secrets. I didn't find them particularly helpful which is what I would think is

the objective. If that wasn't the author's objective then I apologize. Of course the disclaimer at the

beginning does state being helpful as an objective. The disclaimer has some additional odd... well

here's an excerpt "It is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any health problem or

condition, nor is intended to replace the advice of a physician. No action should be taken solely on

the contents of this book. Always consult your physician or qualified health-care professional on any

matters regarding your health and before adopting any suggestions in this book or drawing

inferences from it."Scotts, Jason (2013-06-29). Secret Of Mental Math Arithmetic: 70 Secrets To

Super Speed Calculation & Amazing Math Tricks: How to Do Math without a Calculator (Kindle

Locations 19-22). Speedy Publishing LLC. Kindle Edition.The disclaimer goes on to say, and I'm

paraphrasing, that the author and the publisher disclaim any responsibility for any loss or risk I incur

as a consequence of the use or application of the contents. I'm glad I stopped reading when I did. I

don't recommend it.

I suck at math! I have never been really good at it. I minored in English at school and it seems that

some people either are good at math and such at english and vice versa. I also have a sister who is

great at math. She even decided to grow up and be a math teacher (like who does that???). So

sucking at math and being a mom to two high school students is not a good combination. So when I

saw this book, I thought that maybe it would have some information in it that I could use. I was right.

There are simple explanations, tips and tricks to help even the most reluctant learner can pick up

on. Some things I already knew, but many neat tricks were available that I was not aware of. I think

that this is a great reference book to keep on hand. I did find myself skimming through areas that did

not seem relevant to me, but all of the information was useful. I say kuddos to people who can teach

and come up with ways to simplify things to those who find it the most challenging and



complicated.Disclaimer: I received the kindle version of this book for free in exchange for my honest

review.

i have never been good at math so i was wondering if this book would help me with understanding

math this book is all about getting rid of the calculator they give you techniques for using mental

math that can be done from the decimal system estimations and how it works with math guessing a

answer so you know the range your in you really need to know your basic math but i will have to

practice all of these things in the book it also talking about how your able to use multiplying by your

5 to help you find your answers gives you ways to add without a calculator and ways to subtract

without a calculator this book gives a lot of tip and tricks and goes over all your basics without the

calculator and that grate everything still going to take practice for me and i think this book is going to

help me a lot in my math. i wish that they had picture examples though i learn more by watching and

this really only covers the people that learn best from reading. i have got this product at a discount

for a honest review

I'm in school for biomedical engineering so I was hoping that this ebook would aid in making mental

math a lot easier. There have been lot of times when taking some math class or wanting to check

answers without having a calculator around so it would be a great skill to have and something I've

been wanting to brush up on.Unfortunately, if you are someone who is regularly exposed to

mathematics, then most of the techniques discussed in this book you already know and employ in

your every day life. There isn't anything new to the tricks you learned from school, with estimation,

rounding to the nearest 10, etc. I was hoping for more examples and actual questions to test

yourself and find which shortcut works best for you.If you are a kid or someone who really hates

math and never really learned the tricks, then this book will be great for you. It gives some

techniques that you can try to employ, but doesn't give a lot of examples so you will have to make

those up on your own.Overall, if you are someone that already knows math, this book may not be

the best thing for you, but if you are someone that doesn't know or want to see what other mental

math techniques are out there, then pick it up it could help out.I received this product for free for my

honest and unbiased opinion.
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